Hello all,
The General Education Executive Committee met with Registrar’s staff late fall asking for updating of general education transfer credit which would show upper and lower division as well as list satisfied. The current, older system has been in place from the time MTU had five distribution lists. The new system reflects the change to two lists and the descriptions will show upper and lower division. Following are both the old (current) and the new codes with descriptions:

>Transfer credit for general education is currently coded in the following manner:

>World Cultures:
>HUA 9001, 9002, 9003
>FAA 9001, 9002, 9003
>etc. for ECA, PSYA, SSA, and FWA

>Institutions:
>BAA 9004, 9005
>BLA 9004, 9005
>etc. for ECA, EDA, FWA, GEA, HUA, PSYA, SSA

>These are approved credit(s) for general education, and the course number (9001, 9002, etc.) is determined by which of the five original distribution lists the transfer course falls into. The numbers and corresponding lists are difficult to keep track of and the five lists have now been collapsed into two lists.

>Starting Fall 2005, transfer credit for general education will be coded in the following manner:

>World Cultures:
>HUA WCLO – HU approved elective for World Cultures LPower level
>HUA WCUP – HU approved elective for World Cultures UPper level
>FAA WCLO – FA approved elective for World Cultures LPower level
>FAA WCUP – FA approved elective for World Cultures UPper level
>etc. for ECA, PSYA, SSA, and FWA

>Institutions:
>BAA INLO – BA approved elective for INstitutions LPower level
>BAA INUP – BA approved elective for INstitutions UPper level
>BLA INLO – BL approved elective for INstitutions LPower level
>BLA INUP – BL approved elective for INstitutions UPper level
>etc. for ECA, EDA, FWA, GEA, HUA, PSYA, SSA

>Additionally, extra MA transfer credits (as they apply to general education) will now be Approved (or Assigned) vs. Unassigned.

>For example, if students transferred in MA credits that were not direct equivalents to anything here, they would be coded as MAU 8888 – MA Unassigned Elective. Advisors had to submit a "Request to Alter Degree Requirements" to use these unassigned credits. Now these MA credits will be coded as MAA 8888 – MA Approved Elective, thus eliminating the need for additional paperwork to use these credits toward the general education math requirement.

Please contact Dr. Mary Durfee or Helene Hiner with any questions on General Education transfer requirements.
Thank you.
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